
 

Organizing Meeting Agenda 
Sept 9th, 2019 6:30 PM – 8:00 PM 
SFU Woodwards, Room 2340 
 1) Introduction and Greeting 
  -Shared what we are excited about in the upcoming season 
 2)  Forum Recap 
  -Thoughts on single theme Forums 
   - positive reaction to the single theme, nice broad focus 
   - talking as a whole, rather than breakouts due to small numbers, was nice  
    to talk as a group 
   - do a celebration/party 
    - holiday party 
     -PL? Greenhouse? 
    - do 2 DwD that are not in a bar 
     -doughnuts with designers, picnic in the park (friends and  
      family) 
  -How to compile/publish list of negotiation questions about scope and scale 
   -list of questions from the forum for publication 
   -check it against the producers checklist 
   -put it up on website with a form so people can offer suggestions 
   -what elements of scope and scale are attached to fees 
  -Livestreaming future Forums? 
   - Closed invite livestream 
  -Next Forum: Jan/Feb? Theme? 
   -Late February 
   -pick another focused issue 
    -theme to what is happening then? 
    -ownership of collaborative work in conjunction with GVPTA? 
     
 3) Future Events 
  -Anti-harassment Workshop with Good Night Out Vancouver 
   -November in place of forum - Dec 9 or Oct 21 
   -Free for designers 
   -Designers only 
   -GVPTA to do theatre only one 
  -Emerging Designer Event with Rumble 
   -Hosted and promoted through The Living Room series 
   -February  
   -Jamie King & Chelsea Haberlin 
   -May need info gathered and co-facilitators 

 



  -Budgeting Event with Producers  
   - October - dinner 
   - Need at least 3 to attend 
   - some questions pre-planned 
  -Ownership of Collaborative Work Discussion  
   -forum topic 
   -GVPTA to facilitate a general discussion 
   
 4) Future Workshops Updates 
  -Costumes for TD's at Bard 
   -Late November 
  -Skills Workshop 
   -Can be a separate date  
   -Need to talk to Stacey about BMO 
   -Maybe costume shop at Douglas or Atelier 
   -Need machines, fabric, thread etc 
   -Need someone to lead skills workshop 
    -may need to offer honorarium 
   -SMs, TDs,  
   -StageFab  
   -Funding from GVPTA 
  -Advanced Qlab    
   -2-day 
   -$1500 
   -Covered by GVPTA 
  -Taxes Questions 
   - how does a low income freelance artist do their taxes? 
   - GST number 
   -Write offs 
   - ‘Money stuff for people who don’t know money” 
   -Need to pick a location 
   -Wednesday, Oct 16th 
  -Vectorworks Workshop 
   -How to gauge interest in overall topic (fundamentals vs set vs lighting) 
   -$1500, full day 
   -$100 fee per person/ADC + GVPTA to cover the rest  
   -could do a full day on: fundamentals, set, lighting 
   -How familiar with theatre are the VW instructors in town? 
    -collaboration workshop 
     -feedback from theatre community about how we work  
      with the program 
   -Should we get a theatre pro to do it instead?  
    -if its LX, then it should be through the company 



   -Website poll 
    -topic and teacher 
 5) Initiatives 
  - Forum/ADC to go into schools 
   -UBC and Studio booked 
   -bringing established, emerging and student designer 
   -Would like to talk to Douglas, Cap, SFU 
  -Jessies Eligibility 
   -will be sending language for the vote soon 
    -gist of what we’d like is covered, being rolled into the current  
     requirements 
   -Jessie Jury design primer 
    - poll members  
    - look into any guidelines that already exist 
  -Assistants Database 
   -up and running  
  -Design Steward  
   -Formation of Committee 
   -Will meet soon 
  -Instagram 
   -Links to Crafted Vancouver and Civic Theatres  
    -post to guild 
  -ADC event  
   - recruitment event 
   - looking for established designers 
    -what type of event 
  -Mentorship  
   -collecting resources for mentorship database 
 6) Activism 
  -Vancouver Climate Strike: Sept 27, Vancouver City Hall, 1pm 
   -push in email and on the guild 
  -Other Activism Initiatives? 

 7) Additional Business 
  -Welcome to Wlad and Mimi 
    
 8) Next Meeting: Oct 7th @ 6:30 
  - Meeting moved in recognition of Thanksgiving and the Election 
  
 9) Adjournment


